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COMtrexx Floating-User-Lizenz

The smart licensing model for 
a versatile and efficient way of working

With the new multi-device licensing model of the Auerswald COMtrexx solutions, you have the option of integra-

ting different user groups of a company into our communication platform in a versatile and efficient way through 
smart licensing. In contrast to a user-bound standard licence, our floating user licences are not bound to a spe-

cific workplace or coworker. The licences, once activated in the system, can be used by all employees with user 

access to the communication network, typically at alternate workstations. The number of simultaneously logged in 

users defines the amount of required floating user licences. Following the trend towards mobile working, COMtrexx 

users can even log on to up to 5 devices at the same time and only need one floating user license for each user. 

The following example illustrates the great advantage of a floating user licence.

Flexibly scalable and enormously cost-efficient 

In a company with alternating workstations, it is possible to cover a larger number of registered employees on the 
COMtrexx with a smaller number of floating user licences. For this purpose, only the active participants, i.e. those 
logged on to a COMtrexx end devices, must be licensed at any time. Since active users can log on to up to 5 de-

vices at the same time with just one license, the use case scenario, in which the employee logs on to a alternate 

workstation and logs on to his mobile device at the same time, can be implemented easily and cost-effectively. 

In our example (chart above), four floating user licences are sufficient to register six employees at alternate work-

stations. This licensing model not only enables versatile use of the licences, but also allows for enormous cost 

savings in the long term, as the licences can be used much more cost-effective depending on requirements. In 

addition, you also benefit from a much simpler and better organisation of the technical infrastructure. The simple 

and flexible licence management provides better support for internal company processes.


